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To what extent do these same views cal or religious studies? These sre also those held by cultures surrounding the
dominate our university, all under the legitimate fields of investigation elmusedby ™ny many students from tte sciences who
guiseof science? But, a betterquestion Jt might surprise many, students and different from those espous y y y_ sludies are
is this. What proper forum exists, for professors alike, that the Biblical writ- today, scientists included. , _olete ^ of
example, to uncover and discuss what ers were not at all pretending to write When students find no prog^.op- that religious studies
exactly theBiblkal writers hadin mind .scientificaccountofthebeginningof pommityorencouragen^m^tinnAe of
when tiiey wrote the creation account? die universe. What they were getting university to engage in these ki „nwm,ntJ Even worse, some wUl
W. tT «temük. «Kl ««-.religk», lew of ;Wedr.-

it that was radically different from

In the Beginning God Created

by John Valk

A student spoke to me the other day 
about a frustration he experienced in 
an introductory biology course. At the 
beginning of the term the professor 
had read the creation account as re
corded in the Biblical book of Genesis.
He then similarly dismissed it as myth, 
stating that it had no basis in fact and 
no relevance for biology.
Such a rejection is rather unfortunate.
It is, nonetheless, understandable. That 
it occurs, however, indicates the 
unchallenged dominance of certain 
views and assumptions. These fre
quently influence, shape and direct the 
thinking of the unsuspecting student 
The debate, as it appeared to emerge in 
this biology class, is frequently cast as 
one between a fundamentalist (and 
unenlightened) Biblical view of ere-
■Hnn and a more sophisticated scien- by Terry Richard a hand. If you know of someone who ;|§|
tific (and enlightened) view of evolu- does have AIDS don t be afraid. People
lion. That assumes, however, that these AIDS is everyone’s disease. This point who are HIV positive are no harm to flf
are the only two options available, and must always be stressed. It is a disease the rest of society. It is also important gi
that they are also mutually exclusive, that affects all people - children, men, for people to realize that those who
That, quite literally, produces a false and women, either directly or indi- have AIDS are still human beings. Sj| 
picture. Furthermore, it also indicates rectly, straight or gay. The truth of the They need to know that they are wanted ||| 
a confusion of faith and science. That matter is that by the year 1995 we all and loveD and that they have support
is perhaps the bigger problem. The will have known someone who had from the ones who love them,
biggest concern, however, is the means died of AIDS either a lover, friend or At the present time there is no known
available to help the student, if not the relative. cure for AIDS, although a number of
professor, sort out the difference. Most early studies of AIDS hypoth- fundraisers over the last several years
New discoveries are made constantly esized that the Acquired Immune De- have taken place to help fund AIDS M 
about our ancient past Some of these ficiency Syndrome (AIDS) was a research. AIDS is not only a particular B 
results from investigations in the communicable disease. It was, at first lifestyle problem, but every lifestyle's tmÆMM 
natural sciences: biology, geology, appearing in large number of gay men, problem. We all must bind together to . 
archeology, astronomy, etc. From and it was immediately assumed that stop the spread of AIDS, and this can ||f 
these sciences we are able to draw the syndrome could be sexually trans- only be achieved through education, 
some definite and astounding conclu- mined. Because of the strong link in having sex with condoms, and by 
sions about the beginnings of the vast the public imagination between sexu- people ceasing the use of using needles Ipli 
universe and humans within it. These ality, sin, and disease, AIDS was soon for drugs. Our goal can be achieved. ||p 
conclusions are supported by empiri- understood as a “homosexual" dis- However the problem of AIDS doesn't 
cal data gathered under strictly estab- case". In fact its original media des- stop here. The fact of the matter is that 
lished and approved scientific methods, ignation was GRID: Gay RcLœd Im- professionals who are working to stop §
We need to remember, however, that mune Deficiency. Even after the the spread of AIDS say that their efforts || 
these are always scientific conclusion, disease's name changed to AIDS the are hampered by homophobia and anti - 
They may explain the world phy sically, mainstream press continued labelling gay discrimination. This risk of dis- 
but they cannot explain it entirely. We it the“gay cancer" or the “gay plague", crimination pressures gay people to 
need also to remember, that a scientific The thought back in 1981 was that gay stay in the closet, where it is more 
theory, like any other, arises from men caused AIDS and were its only difficult to reach them for effective 1 
certain assumptions or presuppositions sole carriers. Though much education safe sex education. Nobody deliber- 
of the nature and meaning of human over the last decade society has been ately chooses to get a serious illness, 
life in the universe. These border less taught that AIDS is not a gay disease. Many people who are showing symp- 
on the scientific and more on the reli- AIDS is a deadly virus that can only be toms of AIDS today contracted it many

transmitted through unsafe sexual years ago before anyone knew what
caused it or how it could be avoided.

ing that science...
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gious.
The problem comes when we confuse practices (having sex without a
the two, when we elevate science from condom) and the sharing of needles. There may be some people who have
a method or endeavour to a faith or 
belief system. And, that does occur.
Frequently today some fail to dis tin- tern to break down. It may take years precautions. But, does that mean they
guish properly between an empirical for someone to realize that they have should be discriminated against? Do
fact and a confessional doctrine. Thus, the virus, as die signs of AIDS for we turn people away from hospitals or
for example, a scientific theory of everyone is different Some people deny them jobs or apartments because
evolution (a belief in a slowly evolv- have been tested for AIDS and have they have lung cancer or heart prob
ing physical universe) may become a died very soon afterwards while others lems?
religious belief in evolutionism (a be- are still living a full active life. This is The bottom line is that AIDS is not
Ucf in the non-existence of God, the why it is important for all of us to God'spunishmentfor homosexuality. I
randomness of the universe or the assume that we all have the virus and If AIDS is God's punishment for us |||
meaninglessness of human nature). play it safe. Both men and women then why are newborns, hemophiliacs.
At this point, science clearly steps whether you’re gay or straight must andother heterosexual persons getting
beyond its bounds. Science cannot remember that the day s of “playing the the disease? Also why aren’t all gay
provcor disprove theexistenceof God, field" are over. If you are going to be men getting the virus?
it can only investigate the physical promiscuous play the field by using Remember, we all must be concerned

with AIDS. Wealsomustget educated
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iliOnce the virus is in a person’s body it contracted AIDS since then who do 
will cause that person's immune sys- know better, but failed to take adequate II link A
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universe. Rather than giving us the condoms and know your partners, 
conclusions of scientific investigations. When you are having sex with some- on the disease and we must protect j
however, some scientists dictate how one you are in all reality having sex ourselves. If you have any question I
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we ought to religiously conceive of the with everyone that your partner has regarding AIDS or if you
world, including the existence or non- had. Be responsible. you can contact AIDS New Brunswick I
existence of God. This is done by You also cannot catch AIDS by casual at 1-800-561-4009.
noted scientists such as Isaac Asimov, contact, for example by the shaking of
Carl Sagan and Stephen Hawking.
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